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I

COVER	
  STORY	
  	
  
Antibacterial Drug Development in European SMEs – in a public health perspective
The development of new antibacterial drugs is one of many important steps to combat antibiotic
resistance, one of today’s most urgent public health challenges addressed by WHO, the European
Commission and numerous governments, among them Sweden, UK and the US (Butler et al. 2013;
Spellberg 2014). Societies and public health systems world-wide are in the need of effective
antibiotics in order to protect people from suffering or dying from severe infections due to diseases
or as side-effect from modern medical treatments like surgical procedures (Högberg et al. 2010). As
it has been shown that antibacterial drug R&D has 1) not been able to deliver new classes of
antibiotics for gram negatives in the last 20 years (Butler et al. 2013) and 2) has entirely shifted
from the big pharmaceutical corporations (Big Pharma) to small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) in the Biotech setting (So & Shah 2014), studying this new business area of antibacterial
developing SMEs builds basis for guiding policymaking.

From a public health point of view antibiotic resistance related topics like conservation mechanisms
to reduce usage, adequate antibiotic use or global access to antibiotics appear to be more closely
related, whereas the economic aspect behind drug R&D is also relevant but may not appear so. As
experts call that antibiotic resistance can only be addressed in a multidisciplinary approach
including ecological, environmental, medical and economical perspectives, the economic
perspective is equally important in addressing the problem of antibiotic resistance. Moreover, due to
opposing interests between the public health and the economic perspectives, research of economicrelated aspects gains even more in relevance for public health, one example being the conflict

between public health requirement for low quantity of sales and sales stimulating economic
incentives.

The results of this study show that many of the challenges from the SMEs are mainly originated in
the antibiotic market, especially with respect to investors and possible buyers (exit partners). Many
of the suggested solutions proposed by the SMEs and the current literature try to influence this
setting by stimulating the market with economic incentives. From the SMEs’ experiences those
incentives are usually not linked to the medical need or characteristics of the product such as the
target pathogen or respectively clinical indication. This is a big shortcoming from a public health
point of view. Society is in need for effective antibiotics represented by new classes and priorities
regarding target pathogens. Even though it is hard to predict which drugs will be most needed in the
future, it is vital to link product specifications to economic incentives.

Possible solutions are a common global approach pursuing the same stewardship mechanisms and
price levels. Then the proposed delinkage mechanisms can create a favourable business
environment that allows R&D that is driven by the medical need instead of economic factors.
Further, the concept of antibiotics as a non-renewable source needs to be accepted by society in
order to stimulate a shift in public perception upon the issue of antibiotic resistance and all the
actions needed to combat it, including research and development. The demand and the awareness
about antibiotic resistance and for new antibiotics have to be large enough to spur research and
development in that area. Further, society has a claim that quality in research and development is
ensured to achieve best possible results. If the quest to develop new antibiotics does not succeed,
this would cause severe restriction for healthcare services and patients. Going back to a preantibiotic area would lead to many deaths and high society costs.

Ethics
Many ethical implications are related to antibiotic resistance. From a socio-economic perspective
finding solutions gains even more importance as lack of antibiotics strikes hardest on the poor. This
relates to socio-economic differences within industrial nations as well as to differences between
high income and low-income countries (Cars et al. 2015). With reference to “the right to the
health” approach from United Nation General Comment No.14, antibiotics should be available,
accessible, and acceptable and of good quality (WHO 2007). Three out of the four areas are issues
within antibacterial drug R&D, which policymaking should consider. Availability of new
antibiotics is not given why we need innovation and efforts to improve R&D. Accessibility is a
problem in low income countries and the discussion about an increase in prices as part of the
economic incentives would deter accessibility even further. Good quality of the antibiotic drugs
links to standards of R&D where no short cuts should be taken on costs of quality or safety. Further
within the topic about antibacterial developing SMEs ethics concern the R&D process, where
clinical trials are conducted and how regulatory approval can be altered in a way that help SMEs in
their R&D process without endangering either the trial participants nor society with too early
approvals.

Conclusions
Policymaking that stimulates antibacterial R&D and thereby address the challenges of SMEs should
not exclusively be market oriented and more related to the medical need, hence product driven.
From a public health point of view it is necessary to call for an integrated, multidisciplinary
approach including conservation mechanisms and equal global access. Patients and patient groups
can raise their voice and call for policy that ensures integration of the medical need in policy
making. Delinkage from sales numbers and prices regarding the return on investment from SMEs as
in a guaranteed, public buy out could ensure those demands.
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ABSTRACT / SUMMARY

BACKGROUND: Antibacterial research and development (R&D) is an important part of the
worldwide fight against antibiotic resistance. Innovation challenges mainly result from low net
present value (NPV) characteristics of antibacterial drugs that caused a dry pipeline and a shift from
resourceful big pharmaceutical companies to small and-medium sized enterprises (SMEs).
AIM: Understanding the role of antibacterial developing SMEs in Europe, their challenges and
their required solutions in order to guide policy making for incentivizing antibacterial R&D.
Method: A qualitative study including 27 out of 56 identified antibacterial developing SMEs in
Europe that relies on empirical data from group interviews, case studies and additional expert
interviews. The study follows an adductive method, in which a theoretical and analytical framework
was developed during the study.
Results: The core challenge for antibacterial developing SMEs lies in their dependency on investors
and possible buyers (exit partners) due to needed funding and their role as “seller”. The relationship
to both partners is negatively influenced by adverse economic factors, which are NPV related and
further discouraged by the SME’s roles as “innovators” and “risk takers”. The SME’s role as
“medical need responders” is not valued in the current model. In their role as “opportunist”
solutions sought by the SMEs are less strategic and more action based. The lack of exit partners
leads to operations in later stage R&D allowing for new business models to appear.
Conclusion: Policy can stimulate antibacterial R&D on different levels, indirectly by providing
incentives that address economic factors or directly in offering alternatives to the current investors
and exit partners. Multilevel incentive packages, which include public health goals as well as a
focus to societies’ medical need, are desirable for sustainable antibacterial R&D that benefits SMEs
and combats antibiotic resistance.
Key words: antibiotic resistance, SMEs, antibacterial drug development
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1 INTRODUCTION	
  /	
  BACKGROUND	
  

Antibiotic resistance is a global threat to public health and causes a large economic burden to health
care systems (ECDC & EMEA 2009; TATFAR 2014; Secretariat WHO 2014a). In the European
Union alone, drug resistant bacteria cause 25.000 deaths annually with costs exceeding EUR 1,5
billion (ECDC & EMEA 2009). Even though existing antibiotics are loosing their efficacy, the
research and development (R&D) pipeline for novel antibiotics is empty (Cooper & Shlaes 2011).
Public Health Systems worldwide depend on effective antibiotics (AB) to fight infectious diseases,
not only the current ones but also to protect from diseases that we have long overcome during the
last decades. Further, modern medicine depends on the protection against infections during and
after invasive treatments (Nathan & Cars 2014). Therefore, new classes, not only modifications, of
ABs are urgently needed (Thomson et al. 2004).

In contrast to the medical need, many pharmaceutical companies prioritise other therapeutic areas
of research today and in some cases exit antibacterial research completely (Thomson et al. 2004; O’
Neill 2015a). Therefore the landscape around antibacterial R&D has transformed radically, being
entirely shifted from resourceful, global pharmaceutical enterprises to small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) (Kanavos et al. 2011; Projan 2003; Butler et al. 2013). But only a very low
number of truly novel antibiotic lead compounds have been discovered (Thomson et al. 2004; O’
Neill 2015a).

Next to scientific hurdles, an adverse economic environment deters antibacterial R&D. The low
volume and low price characteristics of antibiotics, in comparison to other therapy areas, cause a
relatively low - in some cases negative return on investment. While stewardship and conservation
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mechanisms are fundamental public health instruments to slow down resistance, especially
regarding novel antibiotics, will further limit sales. This interrupts the historic price/volume model
about generating revenues and strongly averts investments in the area (Mossialos 2010). As reaction
to these changes several initiatives examine ways to incentivise antibacterial research and
development and to ensure a healthy pipeline of compounds (O’ Neill 2015a; Sertkaya et al. 2014;
DRIVE-AB 2014). One of those initiatives is the Innovative Medicine Initiative (IMI) project
DRIVE-AB, a joint undertaking between the European Union and EFPIA (DRIVE-AB 2014) of
which the author is part of. DRIVE-AB’s major goal is to find answers of how the current business
model/economic model around antibiotics can be changed in order to stimulate antibacterial R&D
while including the public health demand for responsible antibiotics use.

As major pharmaceutical firms abandoned the antibacterial field, SMEs are entering it. Therefore,
knowing the role of SMEs in the antibacterial drug R&D process will assist in generating policies
that support innovation and will further support the overall assessment of the likely impact of policy
suggestions targeting antibiotic resistance. Which business models do those SMEs incorporate?
How is innovation developed by SMEs? What challenges and barriers are they exposed to and
which solutions do they prefer?

1.1 Aim	
  
The aim of the study is to answer the three questions: 1) How do European SMEs involved in
antibacterial research and development define their role? 2) What challenges do they experience?
and 3) Which solutions to their challenges would they prefer in terms of policy measures in the
antibacterial field.

2

1.2 Organisation	
  of	
  the	
  paper	
  
This paper is organised as follows: Part 2, the method, explains the author’s approach, data
collection and method of data analysis of the study. Part 3, the framework of the paper presents an
overview of the used theory and explains the analytical framework developed for this study. The
presentation of results in part 4 is organised by the three parts of the research question, namely
“role”, “challenges” and “solutions”. Part 5, discusses the results with respect to the theoretical
framework and comments on strengths and limitations. Part 6 gives a conclusion to the study and
suggests policy implications.

2 METHOD	
  

This study relies on a qualitative approach because of the explorative nature of the research purpose
(Bryman 2012) and the complexity of the phenomenon (Yin 1994), namely European SMEs
involved in antibacterial R&D, their “roles”, “challenges” and “preferred solutions”. The empirical
data were collected from expert interviews, group interviews, and from four case studies building
on in-depth interviews following a process, which is illustrated in Figure 1 and described in the
following.

------------------------------------INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE--------------------------

The author used expert interviews as well as seminars of the DRIVE-AB project for gathering
background information whereas one to one expert interviews additionally served triangulation
3

purposes throughout the study (Baxter et al. 2008). Group interviews were chosen to research the
studied population as a whole due to accessibility and because they are quicker and cheaper to
conduct than obtaining information from all participants individually (Bryman 2012). Since
respondents might not feel comfortable disclosing sensitive information in front of others (Bryman
2012), four case studies were additionally selected on basis of the group interviews in order to
enrich data and to deepen the understanding. The case study design also allows for making
connections between “roles”, “challenges” and “solutions” as well as to understand the specific
behaviour of selected SMEs, which was not possible from the group interviews.

The general research question about the “role” of European SMEs in antibacterial R&D including
their “challenges” and preferred “solutions” was developed from the understanding of the
background information and the current literature on antibiotic resistance. Then data were collected
from the group interviews, followed by reading literature on business models and the biotech
industry. The next step was to re-define the research question and to accordingly collect more data
from the case studies.

2.1 Population	
  and	
  Data	
  Collection	
  

European SMEs involved in antibacterial drug R&D are defined as unit of analysis. Thereby the
author applied the European definition of SMEs, which include organisations with a turnover below
50 million € or a balance sheet total of less than 43 million € a year and a maximum of 250
employees (European Commission n.d.). Antibacterial R&D defined from a microbiological
perspective includes all approaches against bacteria, such as classic antibiotics, viruses, vaccines
and antibodies.
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DRIVE-AB’s expert of antibacterial drug development with over 25 years of experience, Dr. Ursula
Theuretzbacher, selected the study population of European SMEs that are involved in antibacterial
drug R&D. 45 SMEs were known of at the beginning of the research project that followed the
stated criteria above, including two outliers, one with more than 900 employees, the other with
more than 350 employees. Because of the outlier’s closeness to the target group and their clear
distinction from big pharmaceutical cooperation in terms of revenues and resources, the author
included them in the study. Eleven additional companies became known of after the groupinterview meeting in London, of which one SME was selected as case study. By the finalisation of
the study, 56 relevant European SMEs involved in antibacterial R&D were known to the research
group, of which 27 have been included in the following analysis (response 0,48). Data were
collected over a time period from November 2014 until April 2015.

2.1.1 Group	
  Interviews	
  
CEOs of all primarily identified SMEs (n=45) were invited to a one-day conference, hosted by the
project-group DRIVE-AB (DRIVE-AB 2014) in cooperation with Chatham House, a global think
tank based in London, on February 9th 2015 (Chatham House 2014a). 26 out of the 45 invited SMEs
attended (response rates: 0,58 over invited, 0,46 over relevant) with either one or two
representatives present, who were grouped around four tables.

The DRIVE-AB research group attending the London meeting comprised of eight experienced
researchers, allowing for a moderator and a minute taker at each table, including the author of this
paper. Discussions were divided into a morning session (70 min) and an afternoon session (80 min)
with interviews proceeding as question - and answer sessions (Bryman 2012). At the end of both
sessions, the essence of all table discussions was summarised by the responsible minute-taker and
presented by the moderator, opening up to a general discussion including the whole plenum (20 and
5

40 minutes). The meeting was conducted under the Chatham House Rule that allows participants to
use all the information provided while revealing neither the identity nor the affiliation of the
speakers (Chatham House 2014b).

Group interviews were carried out simultaneously and followed a rigid, systematic approach
according to a detailed interview guide (see Appendix I). Further, a template including a shell
structure that allocates questions to the according companies in form of a matrix was distributed for
the minute-takers to allow for comparability. The seven questions were developed within the
DRIVE-AB research group before the meeting and include this paper’s research topics about the
SME’s “roles”, “challenges” and requested “solutions”.

Question 1) asked for a brief company introduction. Question 2) queried for which reason the SME
entered the antibacterial field and with which entry strategy. Question 3) inquired which challenges
the SMEs experience in the antibacterial field. Question 4) asked about barriers to investments and
the relevance of net present value (NPV). Question 5) asked directly about the role the SMEs see
for themselves in relation to other actors in the field and their advantages and disadvantages versus
Big Pharma, collaborations and exit strategies. Question 6) inquired about the SME’s response to
medical needs and resistance patterns. Finally Question 7) asked which incentives the SMEs find as
meaningful for addressing their challenges/barriers.

2.1.2 Case	
  Studies	
  
Four case studies were selected based on first data analysis from the group interviews, allowing for
a substantial degree of variation (Creswell 2007). The major sampling criterion involved whether
the SME was an academic spin-off, a pharmaceutical spin out or an entrepreneurial start-up (Festel
& DeCleyn 2011) due to the assumption that challenges vary among these three typologies of
6

SMEs. Connections between challenges and the organisation’s entry could not be found from the
case studies but the usage of the terminology regarding the entry was redefined to the SMEs’ use,
which referred more to the founding origin than the definition from the literature (Festel & DeCleyn
2011). The four selected companies varied also in terms of other features, namely the R&D stage
they are in, key demographics and their target pathogen, as shown in Table 1:

------------------------------------INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE--------------------------

Data collection included one in-depth interview per case study, underlying a semi-structured
interview guide in order to allow the participant to speak freely about his/her experiences and to
focus on what they find important or relevant (Bryman 2012). The interviews were carried out by
the author either face-to face or through telephone with the respective CEO of the chosen company
depending on their location. If possible, interviews were conducted in the interviewee’s native
language. They lasted between 60 and 90 minutes, were openly recorded and afterwards
transcribed. The participants were informed about the context of the interviews via email, were
given the possibility to ask questions and gave consent to audio recording in written form. Further
they were granted anonymity for the analysis.

The developed interview guide (see Appendix J) for the case studies is based on the findings from
the group interviews as well as on DRIVE-Abs’ general research guide and was reviewed by one of
the research group members before conducting the interviews. In its semi-structured nature the
guide included 1) an introductory part about the SME itself, 2) Questions regarding the R&D
process the SME is going through, 3) Questions regarding Risks and Bottlenecks in relation to the
R&D process, 4) Questions about the business models and behavioural aspects, 5) Questions about
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the wanted solutions linking to their experienced challenges, 6) closing part about information the
SMEs would like to add, and Questions they would like to ask (see Appendix J).

2.2 Method	
  of	
  Analysis	
  	
  

In order to develop an understanding of how European SMEs conduct R&D of antibacterial drugs,
the research design followed an abductive logic (Dubois & Gadde 2002). This method allows for
close correspondence between theory and data, whereby data analysis started as soon as first data
was collected. It is based on systematic combining of empirical data, theoretical concepts and
emerging questions (Dubois & Gadde 2002).

To guide the abductive research, background information was first collected using expert interviews
and selected literature on antibiotic resistance (ABR), especially with respect to SMEs and the
Biotech Industry. The author had a pre-understanding as well as preconceptions regarding ABR and
the drug-developing industry resulting from previous studies in public health science and
international business administration as well as from work experience in the Biotech sector but little
knowledge of the antibacterial R&D landscape and the microbiological aspects of ABR.

A research diary was kept by the author throughout the whole study pursuing awareness and
reflexivity of the author’s assumptions (Nadin & Cassell 2006).

2.2.1 Group	
  Interviews	
  
Data analysis from the group interviews was performed in five steps. First, all minute-takers
validated their notes with the corresponding moderator for each table. Second the author
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interviewed all minute-takers about their notes and the nature of the discussions regarding speakingtimes, dominance, language-issues and general observations within a week after the meeting in
London on February 9th 2015. Third, all data were aggregated in one Master Database and
summarised question by question. If answers under some questions fitted another question, then
they were allocated to the corresponding one. Answers and information that fitted neither of the
questions were allocated to a new section labelled additional information. Incident to incident
coding (Charmaz 2006) helped to structure and summarise the data as a first step. The DRIVE-AB
research group published a summarising report about the London meeting based on the author’s
data analysis on their website (DRIVE-AB 2015). Fourth, according to the research question, raw
data and incident codes were grouped into the sections “role”, “challenges” and “solutions” using
individual spread sheets and table shell analysis. Fifth, from the incident to incident coding, focused
coding was developed under “roles”, “challenges” and “solutions” (Charmaz 2006).

2.2.2 Case	
  Studies	
  
Data from the case studies was transcribed and coded by incident to incident and later focus coding
(Charmaz 2006). The results from the interviews were allocated to the results from the group
interviews and used to further develop conceptual models. Conceptual insights were refined during
an iterative process as the study progressed and the level and structure of analysis was adjusted to
new insights.
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3 THEORETICAL	
  AND	
  ANALYTICALFRAMEWORK	
  OF	
  THE	
  PAPER	
  

3.1 Theoretical	
  Framework	
  

Literature covering the Biotech Industry, SMEs, Business Models and Antibiotics Resistance build
the theoretical framework for this study and guided the analysis in its abductive approach (Dubois
& Gadde 2002). Due to the limited scope of this paper, an overview about the relevant subjects is
presented referring to the author’s use; therefore fulfilling the function of a framework rather than
aiming for an all-encompassing literature review.
First, background information about the setting that is the Biotech Sector, SMEs and the general
R&D process, is given, which applies to all aspects of the study. Then, theories and usage of
Business Model concepts are presented with respect to analysis of the concept of “role”. Finally
ABR-related literature frames the concepts of “challenges” and proposed “solutions”.

3.1.1 Research	
  and	
  Development	
  in	
  the	
  Biotech	
  Sector	
  
The author gained an initial understanding of the industry and the R&D process from the Biotech
Literature and specifically antibiotic related articles. As illustrated in Figure 2, antibacterial R&D
(Thomson et al. 2004) follows the traditional drug development divided into the stages of
Discovery, Preclinical Development, Clinical Trials Phase I, Clinical Trials Phase II, Clinical Trials
Phase III to Regulatory Review until the product is launched on the market (Sabatier et al. 2010).
This process usually takes 10-12 years whereas R&D costs for the whole process vary between the
different research areas and are reported to range between US $800 Million and US $1 Billion
(Shlaes 2010).
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------------------------------------INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE--------------------------

Traditionally, SMEs operate from the discovery stage up to Phase I as costs increase significantly in
Phase II due to greater number of participants requested for the trials (Cole 2014). The step between
preclinical and clinical development is referred to as “valley of death” due to uncertain return on
investments and the difficulty for smaller companies to rise venture capital for the large, costly
clinical programmes (So et al. 2012). Therefore, SMEs actively search for possible ways of exit
(Gardet & Mothe 2012; Nolan et al. 2010), which is commonly referred to as the “Biotech Model”,
meaning that SMEs conventionally operate in early stage development (Scheel et al. 2013).

Specific for antibacterial R&D is higher risk of failure during early research stages than in the later
stages. Technological challenges occur mainly due to toxicity issues, whereas in later R&D stages
the risk of failure decreases especially in relation to other therapy areas as for example oncology
(Sertkaya et al. 2014). Further, the economic value for antibiotics is considerably lower in
comparison to other therapeutic areas (So et al. 2012).

3.1.2 Business	
  Models	
  &	
  the	
  concept	
  of	
  “Role”	
  
The concept of the “role” of SMEs is guided by literature about Business Models, which influenced
the analysis of the collected data. The way of describing the role in this study overlaps with the
concept of business models. Even though different definitions and understandings of what business
models should imply exist (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom 2002; Baden-Fuller & Morgan 2010; Teece
2010; Magretta 2002), at their essence they make use of a theoretical framework to explain how a
firm works, which this study aims to accomplish for SMEs in antibacterial R&D. Whereas BadenFuller and Morgan (2010) regard business models as a recipe that managers can use, for Magretta
11

(2002) they answers the “underlying economic logic that explains how we can deliver value to the
customers at an appropriate cost”. Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) adapt a more operational
definition by saying that business models are “a mediating construct between technology and
economic value.” The author finds Chesbrough’s and Rosenbloom’s (2002) definition closest to the
studied setting of SMEs and therefore refers to their logic of business model functions. Those imply
1) value proposition, 2) market segment, 3) value chain, 4) cost structure, 5) value network and 6)
competitive strategy (Ibid.).

A specific study about business models in the European Biotech industry developed the logic of a
single business models further into the one of many models, named a business model portfolio
(Sabatier et al. 2010). This is defined to be “the range of different ways a firm delivers value to its
customers to ensure both its medium term viability and future development by selecting and
combining different business models into a portfolio to implement corporate strategy” (Sabatier et
al. 2010). Sabatier et al. (2010) follow the approach by Baden-Fuller & Morgan (2010) with recipe
thinking. Therefore they see a business model portfolio as a strategy tool that can open pathways of
thinking about combining internal activities and external demands. The following key
characteristics of European Biotech Industry were revealed in their the study (Sabatier et al. 2010):

•

Small biotech start-ups build the bridge between academia and large pharmaceutical firms.

•

Most biotech firms specialise in only one or two elements on the classic drug development
process.

•

The main activities in Biotech are 1) Drug discovery, 2) Recombining (orchestrating)
knowledge, and 3) Optimizing processes

•

How the firms chose their business models includes opportunistic behaviour in contrast to
an active design.
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•

Biotech Business Models can be described in two dimensions: level of promise & degree of
interdependency

3.1.3 The	
  Problem	
  of	
  Antibiotic	
  Resistance	
  &	
  Challenges	
  in	
  Antibacterial	
  R&D	
  
The overall problem of ABR, which antibacterial developing SMEs are connected to, is being
referred to as a problem of multidisciplinary nature. In the Chatham House report “New Business
Models for Sustainable Antibiotics” Kevin Outterson presents four perspectives, which are based in
ecology, evolution, economics and medicine (Outterson 2014). Since this study analyses
antibacterial drug development of European SMEs, it primarily addresses the economic perspective
of ABR as in solving the lack of effective antibiotics. However, challenges from the other three
described perspectives will impact antibacterial developing SMEs in a broader sense because
positive and negative interactions exist between them (Outterson 2014). For example successful
measures regarding infection control and arising resistance directly undermine economic incentives
to develop new drugs (Hoffman et al. 2015).

From an economic perspective problems within innovation and development hinder the availability
of novel antibiotics (Spellberg 2014; Mossialos 2010). Innovation and development of new
antibacterial drugs fail due to three primary causes: science, regulatory and economic (financial)
reasons, which interact and exacerbate each other (Spellberg 2014; So & Shah 2014).
Scientific hurdles include the complexity and the challenge to discover new classes of antibiotics.
Regulatory reasons mainly concern trial design and requirements regarding drug approval by
agencies such as the FDA in the US or EMA in Europe. Whereas Spellberg (2014) argues that new
trial standards drive up sample size and as such deter antibacterial R&D, So (2012) finds that there
is no evidence for such barriers and warns for speedy shortcuts to approval that might prove
counterproductive in terms of safety standards. The reasons for the economic problems are being
13

referred to as the “business model for antibiotics is broken” (Payne et al. 2014), a “broken market”
(Outterson et al. 2015; Hoffman et al. 2015) or a “market failure” (Secretariat WHO 2014a; O’
Neill 2015b; Spellberg 2014). They all link to the general understanding that the current market
structure does not work anymore. Currently pharmaceutical R&D investments are compensated by
sales revenues above marginal costs during a period of patent-based exclusivity (Outterson et al.
2015). It implies the linkage between revenues and prices and sales volume, the latter further
increasing resistance by driving unit sales (Outterson et al. 2015). Economic factors deter
investment in antibacterial R&D due to short-cause therapies, lower realisable prices than in other
therapeutic areas, small market size and stewardship (Spellberg 2014; So & Shah 2014). All of
them influencing the SMEs’ net present value (NPV) calculation negatively (Spellberg 2014).
Whereas by comparison the NPV of an arthritis drug has been estimated to be positive $1 billion
(Projan 2003) a new parenteral antibacterial agent evaluated by a study from London School of
Economic was estimated minus $50 million (Spellberg et al. 2011).

According to So & Sha (2014) each of these three challenges, science, regulatory and economic,
provides an opportunity to develop pathways for new business models.

3.1.4 Solutions	
  to	
  the	
  Problems	
  behind	
  Antibiotic	
  Resistance	
  
While scientists are concerned with solving the technical aspects of combating antimicrobial
resistance and innovation of new drugs, policy makers address public health problems and focus on
addressing market failures (Renwick et al. 2014). Stimulating antibacterial R&D in SMEs is
therefore part of the currently discussed incentives among policy makers and expert groups as for
example by WHO, EU, ECDC, and TATFAR (Secretariat WHO 2014b; ECDC & EMEA 2009;
Executive Office to the President of the United States 2014; TATFAR 2014). Outputs are models
like the Analytical Framework for Examining the Value of Antibacterial Products, known as the
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ERG Model (Sertkaya et al. 2014) and a review about currently suggested incentives (Renwick et
al. 2014). The latter includes a review about 44 identified antibiotic incentive strategies and
provides a framework that assists with the selection of incentives. Instead of discussing each of the
44 incentive suggestions, this paper presents three relevant conceptual ideas for this study and relies
on Renwick’s framework (2014).

The first concept is the one of delinkage. Opposite to linkage, it separates revenues from sales
volume and prices supporting antibiotics stewardship. The second is referred to as the 3Rs strategy,
encouraging collaborative approaches to R&D in sharing resources, risks and rewards (So et al.
2012). The third, venture philanthropy, refers to mainly non-profit disease organisations (Lott
2014).

In Renwick’s (2014) work three categories were discussed in which incentives are commonly
grouped in: Push, pull and hybrid mechanisms. Push methods target upstream activities (early in the
value chain/development funnel) and lower entry barriers. They reduce the costs of research and
development and stimulate research in the beginning. Pull mechanisms do the opposite in rewarding
successful research at the end of the process and ensure future revenues. They target NPV
calculations by ensuring future revenues. A combination of the two is called a hybrid approach and
tries to balance both merits and drawbacks from the push and pull mechanisms (Renwick et al.
2014).

Whereas push incentives have a significant probability of funding projects that might fail, pull
mechanisms only reward the ones that are successful. The study by Renwick et al. (2014) suggests a
framework for the 44 found antibiotic incentive strategies in grouping them into market failures and
public health goals. The developed objectives to address market failures are:
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1. Improve the overall net present value for new antibiotics
2. Enable greater participation of SMEs
3. Encourage participation by large pharmaceutical companies
4. Facilitate cooperation and synergy across the antibiotic market

Four incentives meet all of the stated criteria, which are Product development Partnerships (PDPs),
a special drug designation status, the treatment of antibiotics as public goods and the idea of WHO
as global consortium.

For incentives to be not just profitable but also sustainable Renwick et al. (2014) states that they
should address the two key public health objectives 1) promoting antibiotic stewardship and 2)
improving patient access to new antibiotics. Further, incentive packages need to be comprehensive
and feasible.

3.2 Analytical	
  Framework	
  
Throughout the study, the author developed an analytical framework that applies to all three parts of
the research questions (Dubois & Gadde 2002). Guided by the approach of systematic combining,
the “role”, “challenges” and preferred “solutions” from an SME perspective were all found to be
“firm-related”, “product-related” or “market-related”. In order to be able to connect results from the
three parts with each other, this analytical framework was consistently applied to the analysis and is
followed during the presentation of results and in the discussion. This framework results in a three
(four) by three matrix as captured in Figure 3.

------------------------------------INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE--------------------------
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The analysis of the SMEs’ “role” was supported by studying the SMEs’ characteristics, which
allows understanding of how the SMEs carry out their role and which characteristics define them
and their environment. According to the analytical structure of the study, the SMEs’ characteristics
were aggregated and grouped into “firm-related features”, “product-related features” and “market
related components”. All used expressions result from the author’s understanding and emerged
through the analysis of the empirical data instead of relying on clear theoretical definitions.

Firm-related features are success factors, business structure, entry and exit, which describe the
nature of the firm. Success factors refer to the SMEs’ own perspective about their organisations’
expertise, their competitive advantage and their opportunities. The term business structure refers to
the financial and organisational structure of the SME. The entry refers to the founding of the SMEs
and the exit to the final goal of the SMEs activities as indicated in Figure 4.

Product-related features are technical approach, type of therapy, new class or modification and
target pathogen, which define the developed product. All product features were developed from
comparing the SMEs’ different product approaches and by discussing them with an expert in
infectious diseases.

Market-related components are actors, resources, economic factors and geographical business
environment, which influence the SMEs operations. Whereas actors and their behaviour can be
influenced through SMEs’ relations, resources, economic factors and the geographic business
environment are components cannot.
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The analysis of challenges and solutions was first differentiated into financial and non-financial
aspects. Then data were aggregated and summarised by using comparison methods. In a last step
results are grouped into the analytical structure regarding “firm-related”, “product-related” or
“market-related” challenges and solutions.

Finally, all results are summarised in one table allowing for relations between “roles”, “challenges”
and “solutions” that can either be “firm-“, “product-“ or “market-related” to appear. Major findings
are commented on and followed by discussion.

From first results a conceptual picture was developed, which served as a starting point for the
analysis of results. The conceptual picture illustrates the environment of antibacterial developing
SMEs (Figure 4.). The SMEs are positioned between academia and big pharmaceutical corporations
(Big Pharma) with respect to their engagement in the R&D process. Both, academia and Big
Pharma are relevant for the entry linking to the SME’S origin whereas Big Pharma also fulfils the
function of an exit partner. Possible entry and exit stages in connection to the stage of the R&D
process are indicated with arrows in the picture, where the third entry arrow from the left indicates
an entrepreneurial origin. Next to shifting entry and exit points, important collaborating partners
and actors besides academia and Big Pharma are mentioned.

------------------------------------INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE--------------------------
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4 PRESENTATION	
  OF	
  RESULTS	
  

The presentation of results is organised by the “role”, “challenges” and proposed “solutions”. Each
of the areas follows the analytical framework in grouping the answers to “firm-related”, “productrelated” and “market-related aspects” which is summarised in Figure 5 at the end of the results.

4.1 Results	
  –	
  Role	
  

From studying the described activities of SMEs in antibacterial R&D, several “roles” were defined.
They are Product (Programme) Developers, Innovators, Collaborators, Value Chain Actors,
Medical need responders, Idea providers, Idea implementers, Replacements for Big Pharma,
Opportunists, IP Inquisitors, Specialists, Risk-Takers, (Asset) Sellers and Game-Changers
(Appendix A). Those roles can be further understood by studying the SME’s “firm-related”,
“product (programme)-related” and “market-related characteristics”, as discussed under the
analytical framework and presented in Figure 3. Each of the stated “roles” link to one of the three
areas and is explained below.

Firm-related features concern how the firm operates in this environment including Success
Factors, Business Structure, Entry and Exit (see Appendix B). Those features are linked to the roles
“Collaborators”, “Value Chain Actors”, “Opportunists”, “Risk-Takers” and “Asset Sellers”.

Success factors:
The role of “collaborators” with business partners such as contract research organisation (CROs)
and other actors in the industry is a core competence of SMEs and depends on the companies’
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expertise to make those connections, which is vital for their advancements. The role of being a
“risk-taker” is partly seen as success-factor for clinical advancement and partly as challenge in
relation to the survival of the company and to investor relations. The same is true for their role as
“opportunists”; being agile and flexible in their nature allows for taking opportunities while lacking
a consistent strategic approach can also negatively affect performance and relation to possible
investors. Many times SMEs report luck and serendipity to be success factors within the R&D
process, which further underlines their role as opportunists.

The roles of collaborators, risk takers and opportunists are supported by characteristics that SMEs
perceive as competitive advantage, which are the possibility to offer freedom and flexibility to
researchers and to perceive themselves as creative and innovative in their essence, especially in
comparison to Big Pharmaceutical companies. Profitability is a key characteristic of the SMEs that
is a prerequisite for all the roles because it is a crucial success factor in attracting investors.

Business Structure:
The role of being a “value-chain actor” is the place the SMEs take on the value chain. Here, the
SME’s activities focus mainly on the R&D process. The pipeline stage that antibacterial developing
SMEs are involved in range from discovery phase, pure discovery approaches so-called platform
approaches to stage clinical Phase II products. The SMEs vary in size depending on their level of
integration, from virtual companies with only a few employees where most activities are outsourced
to more integrated operations where key activities and competences are achieved in house. Some of
the SME’s R&D activities focus on single product approaches, others on multi-product approaches,
which can be either inside or outside the antibacterial field. Operating offices can be single located
whereas a few SMEs are present in more than one country.
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A characteristic that further defines the SME’s role as “value chain actor” is their possibility to
generate revenues in any way or if they depend on external funding only, which was found for the
majority of the SMEs studied.

Entry:
The entry point on the R&D process and the way of entry differed for the various SMEs. They can
be coming from an academic setting; the pharmaceutical sector or they are originated as an
entrepreneurial enterprise (see Appendix C). In contrast to first assumptions that the different
“roles” of SMEs were connected to their origin, such relations could not be found during the
analysis of the case studies. Hence the SME’s roles differ independently from their origin.

Exit:
The role of a “seller” is linked to the SMEs’ exit at a certain point of the R&D process. Referring to
the Biotech model is the SMEs first interest to sell either an asset in form of a product or equity
after early stage development. Therefore the exit point in product development fulfils the value
proposition of the SMEs. Due to the high relevance of the exit, SME are interested, most of them
from very early stages on, to find potential buyers. However, all case studies revealed that the exit
itself is rather linked to opportunistic behaviour than a pursued strategy or an active decision. SMEs
state that it is not a matter of choice to stay a SME in later R&D stages. The so-called Biotech
Model does not fit the antibacterial developing SMEs because of the lack of early exit possibilities
and the absence of exit partners. In summary characteristics that link to the exit and are therefore of
relevance for the SMEs’ role as “seller” are the point of the exit on the R&D process, supporting
exit factors, the type of exit (asset or equity sale) and the possible exit partner (see Appendix D).
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Product related features refer to the characteristics of the product, in early stages called a
programme, which the SMEs are developing. The “roles” in terms of the product are “Product
Developers”, “Innovators”, “Specialists”, “Medical Need Responders”. They are manifested in the
product’s technical approach, type of therapy, new class or a modification and target pathogen or
respective clinical indication. An example from the case studies is SME A, who uses a new
approach to develop a preventive therapy to develop an entirely new class of a product (in this case
not an antibiotic). The target pathogen is C. Difficile, a gram-positive bacterium that causes clinical
indications of mild to severe diarrhoea, bloating, abdominal pain and possibly life-threatening
pseudomembranous colitis.

As a “product developer” SMEs decide on all features of their developed product. The technical
approaches vary widely from traditional ones up to a variety of novel approaches by using new
screening methods or natural products from unexplored sources. Some SMEs are investigating
antibiotics from new chemical classes or new mode of action, while others are exploring the
rejuvenation potential older antibiotics. In pursuing any of those novel approaches SMEs are
“innovators” in the field of antibacterial R&D in comparison to generic manufacturers. The role of
“specialists” refers to the very unique products that some of the SMEs are developing, as for
example antibiotic resistance breakers. In their role as “specialists” most of the SMEs link to
narrow spectrum approaches especially of those addressing hospital-acquired (nosocomial)
infections. However some SMEs prefer broad-spectrum approaches over narrow spectrum. Some of
the SMEs’ approaches are pathogen-specific whereas others focus on preventive or adjunctive
approaches such as monoclonal antibodies, vaccines, viruses, phage therapy. The fourth, productrelated role defines the SME as “medical-need responders”. The medical need in society is
described by the respective clinical indication and the connected target pathogen such as diarrhoea
being caused by C. Difficile bacteria. The target pathogen can be either gram-positive or gram-
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negative. By developing antibacterial products SMEs chose to develop a certain target pathogen
that links to a clinical indication. SMEs seeing themselves in the role of “medical-need responders”
mean that their chosen target pathogens are a problem to society, which they aim to solve.

Market-related components describe the antibiotic-specific market in which SMEs operate.
Market components linking to the following market components were mentioned by the SMEs:
Actors, Resources, Economic Factors and Business Environment (see Appendix E). Relating roles
of the SMEs with respect to the antibiotic market are “Replacements for Big Pharma”, “Idea
Providers”, “IP Inquisitors”, “Game Changers”.

Actors:
Academia, Investors, Technical Offices, Contract Research Organisations (CROs) and Regulatory
Agencies are important actors and collaboration partners regarding the SMEs’ operations. The
significance and the number of collaboration partners grow in importance with the increased
number of outsourcing activities. Therefore, behaviour and characteristics of the collaboration
partners impact the SMEs.

The role of “replacements for big pharmaceutical cooperations” (Big Pharma) results from the shift
in the industry (see background). However, relations to Big Pharma and Big Pharma’s
characteristics impact the operations of SMEs due to Big Pharma’s functions as entry partner,
possible investor and by today being the only available exit partner. Within the antibiotic
developing market SMEs also fulfil the role as “idea providers” to other actors such as Big Pharma.
Overall SME’ define themselves as “game-changers” in the market meaning that they do something
entirely different than the other actors which will change antibacterial development.
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Resources that SMEs’ need to fulfil their role as “replacements for Big Pharma” are funding, time,
diagnostics and good quality market data.

Economic factors that impact all three of the market-related roles are factors, which influence the
SME’s net-present value calculations such as prospect market size and achievable prices. Economic
factors impact the product’s profitability and vary within the different regions.

The SMEs’ geographical business environment impacts, like the economic factors, all marketrelated roles. SMEs can operate in different regions that underlie different economic factors, as for
example the US is described as advantageous over Europe, particularly concerning investors.

4.2 Results	
  –	
  Challenges	
  

Following the analytical framework, as under the roles, indicates that the SMEs challenges can lie
in “firm-related”, “product-related” or “market-related components”. Further, they were grouped
into financial and non-financial challenges. Problems are perceived differently among the SMEs as
few of them have long-term investors and therefore don’t experience many of the financial
problems described (see Appendix F)

Firm-related challenges are mainly non-financial ones and link to difficulties regarding the exit
due to the lack of exit partners in the market and lack access to needed collaboration partners.
Collaboration as in building partnerships and finding the right CROs and consultants can be either a
success factor or a challenge, depending on the SMEs’ managerial expertise. Finding exit
possibilities to either sell their product or their company after early development stages is a
challenge for the SMEs due to a lack of exit partners. The only available exit partner by today is
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Big Pharma, which have little interest in buying antibacterial programmes due to negative economic
factors in the market and due to a change in the industry where the big players in the market
specialise in certain areas which also limits the available number of exit partners.

Product-related challenges relate to non-financial challenges such as scientific hurdles in their
technical approach, which can for example be difficulties arising from toxicity or to the challenge to
develop adequate animal models for new, innovative products. Innovative products also link to a
higher level of risk, which influences investor relations. In addition there are missing incentives to
product features as the target pathogen. SMEs see themselves in the role as “medical-need
responders” in the antibiotic market. In contrast to the medical need in society, SMEs report that
incentives in the market do not specifically support new classes of antibiotics or special target
pathogens. There is a trend for gram-negative programmes among the investors but in general the
focus is on economic factors instead of product factors. European initiatives aiming to boost
antibiotic drug development, like the IMI programme COMBACTE, support antibacterial drug
developing companies in designing and implementing efficient clinical trials for novel antibiotics.
IMI and other European approaches were discussed controversially whereas the majority of the
SMEs believed EU-level plans to be too difficult to apply, as SMEs have not the resources for long
bureaucratic processes. However the awareness created and the idea behind such product-relates
approaches by the EU are both perceived as advantageous by the SMEs.

Market-related challenges are the majority of all challenges and mainly link to investors and
possible exit partners. Funding is vital for the SMEs operations especially in the absence of revenue
generating products. The SMEs value proposition, to sell off their product to another partner in the
market, is problematic due to missing interested exit partners, which are by today big
pharmaceutical corporations. The antibacterial distinctive, adverse economic factors of low prices
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combined with low prospect future sales deter the relation to investors and possible exit partners.
But also trends, likelihood of approval and evaluated risk influence possible investors relations
negatively by today.

Non-financial challenges with respect to the market are linked to missing resources such as
availability of data and needed diagnostics. A shortage of experienced antibacterial experts for inhouse or out-house operations creates challenges in the R&D process and leads to competition
among the SMEs.

Considering explicitly also the results from the interviews, the relationship between SMEs and
investors and respective exit partners are likely bottlenecks. As experienced by SME B and C, if
funding is not available, the R&D process is on hold and valuable time is lost. At the same time
relations to important collaboration partners are disconnected and might become disoriented. All
case study interview partners agree on being highly dependent on investors, mainly private and in
specific VCs, due to limited public funding. Therefore, investors’ opinion and behaviour is vital to
the SMEs.

4.3 Results	
  –	
  Solutions	
  

The structure of the analysis was kept by grouping suggested solutions to “market-related”,
“product-related” and “firm-related” characteristics. Corresponding to the discussed “challenges”,
proposed solutions are presented in the following. Like the challenges, solutions are further
differentiated between financial and non-financial suggestions (see Appendix G).
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Firm-related solutions target the SME directly as they evoke a change within the SME. One idea
is to stimulate, facilitate more collaboration among all partners by designing a filtering tool for
collaboration partners. In order to target challenges regarding the exit, SMEs suggest alternatives to
the current exit partners, which are Big Pharma. Such alternative can for example be a given
guarantee by a governmental institution to buy the product after a certain research stage. An indirect
solution for the exit problem would be to stimulate the potential exit partner, Big Pharma, through
economic incentives, which is further discussed under market-related solutions. Referring to the
SMEs’ opportunistic behaviour, the following solutions are sought from the case studies to give
insight about how SMEs react to the challenges described.

•

Company	
  B,	
  C,	
  &D	
  look	
  for	
  a	
  different	
  business	
  environment	
  to	
  operate	
  in,	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  
find	
  better	
  economic	
  factors	
  and	
  easier	
  access	
  to	
  collaboration	
  partners.	
  

•

Company B is targeting a new market segment after not finding funding for the antibacterial
product by developing a second product that underlies better economic factors

•

Company	
  A	
  combats	
  lacking	
  expertise	
  from	
  specialists	
  in	
  the	
  market	
  by	
  educating	
  their	
  
own	
  scientist;	
  create-‐in-‐house	
  expertise	
  

•

Company	
  A	
  forms	
  alliance	
  (cooperation)	
  with	
  other	
  SMEs	
  to	
  be	
  in	
  a	
  better	
  negotiation	
  
position	
  

Within product related solutions SMEs ask for better diagnostics to support their products and
suggest funding that addresses the medical need. Another idea is to initiate public streaming
libraries, which would simplify screening processes. More expertise between CRO’s and regulatory
agencies can help the SME’ to overcome scientific hurdles especially in relation to trial design of
innovative products.
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Within market-related solutions many SMEs advocate for changes in the market that will lead to
a direct improvement on the investor’s side or for their likely exit partners. Examples are secured
long-term support, more public funding, involvement of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, new
exit partners, risk sharing between different actors, public-private partnerships and push factors in
general.

SMEs also call for a range of indirect solutions, which are all factors that influence the NPV
positively like higher prices, longer patent life, better regulatory standards and raising more
awareness so that antibacterial R&D becomes more fashionable. Other suggested solutions are
creating an open Market like NASDAQ and the extension of sellable market exclusivity. Needed
resources are named to be more expertise and manpower in terms of chemists as well as welltrained antibacterial experts among all collaboration partners. Better access to market data is also
called for.

4.4 Results	
  –	
  Summary	
  
By relying on the analytical framework illustrated in Figure 3, the key results of the three parts of
the research question are summarised in a three (four) by three matrix, relating to “firm-related”,
“product related” and “market related” characteristics (Figure 5). This structure reveals connections
between the SME’s “roles”, the role’s characteristics, their underlying “challenges” and proposed
“solutions”. Concluding, there is an interdependence of the SME, their investors and exit partners,
whereby economic factors from the antibiotic specific market influence exit partners and investors
equally. Remarkably the relation to product-related factors, which answers to societies’ medical
need are not part of the economic incentives. SMEs don’t see existing or discussed reward systems
that take product features like the target pathogen or clinical indication into account, besides the
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trend to gram-negative approaches. Especially a differentiation between novel approaches and socalled me too antibiotics, targeting classes which already exit, is not been made.

------------------------------------INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE--------------------------

Due to the missing exit partners, SMEs are confronted with a new business area, which is the
continuation of the R&D process after clinical Phase I (leaving the Biotech Model). Possible exits
shift down the R&D process until the very last possible exit directly which is to the market. This
new business area incorporates new approaches, which create further challenges for the SMEs as in
the need for significantly more funding, better resources and different knowhow. The new business
area is conceptualised in Figure 6, which is a continuation of Figure 4 from the analytical
framework.

------------------------------------INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE--------------------------

5 DISCUSSION	
  

This paper has explored the environment that SMEs involved in antibacterial R&D operate in, by
explaining their “role” connected with firm-, market- and product-related characteristics, their
experienced “challenges” as well as their suggested “solutions” to those challenges. It allows
developing an understanding, where challenges are originated from and how possible solutions
could address those with respect to policy implications. Conceptually the author suggests two
central elements. First an overview about how the SMEs’ “role”, “challenges” and “solutions” are
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connected to each other as presented in Figure 4. The major finding from Figure 4 is that
antibacterial developing SMEs depend on their investors and exit partners where relations to both
partners are stirred by adverse economic factors. Therefore, all characteristics that negatively
influence the products’ net present value (NPV) calculations are regarded as challenges and are
object to proposed solutions. Solutions which target NPV related factor help the SMEs indirectly
because they primarily address investors and exit partners and through them the SME. Direct
solutions link to finding alternatives among investors and exit partners or address firm-related or
product-related challenges directly. Second, the new business area in which SMEs operate in, as
illustrated in Figure 5 includes both, opportunities and challenges. This new business environment
of late stage R&D varies from the so-called classic “Biotech-Model” (Scheel et al. 2013) and calls
for the development of new business models. The following discussion refers to the summarised
presentation of results from Figure 4 and discusses significant relations between single results.

5.1 Discussion	
  –	
  Role	
  

Many of the characteristics that define the “role” of antibacterial developing SMEs refer to the
Biotech setting as described by Sabatier et al. (2010). However the need to stay an SME into late
stage clinical development as illustrated in Figure 5 differs from the classic Biotech-Sector (Scheel
et al. 2013). By relying on the Chesbrough’s and Rosenbloom’s (2002) definition of business
functions, the characteristics of the SMEs’ “role” follow their logic of business model thinking and
are presented as such under firm-, product- and market related characteristics below.

Firm-related features:
The “value proposition” of antibacterial SMEs is their exit as they aim to sell of their product or
programme to a more resourceful organisation that can afford late stage development. The “value
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chain” is partly represented by the stage of the R&D process, which is called “Drug development
Value Chain by Sabatier” (2010). The SMEs’ “cost-structure “is part of the business structure
mainly linking to the level of integration of the SME, whether it is fully or partly integrated or
completely virtual. and their competitive strategy is included in success factors and/ expertise.

Product-related features:
The “market segment” the SMEs operate in includes the product features: type of therapy, technical
approach, new class of antibiotic, target pathogen and clinical indication.

Market-related components:
The SMEs’ “value network” is depicted by the SMEs the collaboration partners, the actor in the
antibiotic market

The characteristics of the SMEs’ role are encompassing more aspects than Chesbrough’s and
Rosenbloom’s (2002) business functions in order to give a better basis for the analysis of challenges
and solutions. Corresponding to the recipe thinking of business models, those business functions
can not only be used to define a business environment but also to manage an change it (BadenFuller & Morgan 2010).

5.2 Discussion	
  –	
  Challenges	
  

Whereas Spellberg (2014) and So&Sha (2014) find that challenges of antibacterial innovation and
development are caused by scientific, regulatory and economic reasons, the author applies a
different analytical framework, being firm-, product- or market-related. This study discusses
challenges, which directly influence the SMEs such as scientific hurdles, or firm internal problems.
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Indirect challenges result form adverse economic factors that deter the relationship to important
actors such as investors and exit partners.

Firm-related challenges discussed in this paper include a more micro-level perspective to the
SMEs, which are not mentioned by Spellberg (2014) and So&Sha (2014) as their approach is more
macro-level oriented. Therefore this paper addresses the perspective of antibacterial developing
SMEs and elaborates on their individual challenges as presented under the results. Spellberg (2014)
and So&Sha (2014) address challenges in the macro world, which influence the SMEs, but do not
take into account specific firm-related challenges as for example the SMEs’ dependence on
investors and exit partners.

Product-related challenges are corresponding to the scientific hurdles discussed by Spellberg
(2014) and So&Sha (2014). Thereby the SMEs’ role of an innovator links to the innovative
character of the product and causes challenges to the collaboration with business partners, as it is
more difficult to build new design trial models. As innovation links to higher risks it also impacts
investor relations.

Market-related challenges, from a SMEs’ perspective, lie mainly in the dependence to investors
and exit partners as part of the antibiotic market. This dependence results from the need for funding
and the SMEs’ role as “seller” as well as to adverse economic factors such as low prices. The
discussion about economic or financial reasons as presented by Spellberg (2014) and So&Sha
(2014) agrees with the importance of NPV to investors but do not refer to the relevance of exit
partners. Regulatory challenges influence NPV calculations negatively and therefore deter investors
and exit partners. Therefore, the author sees regulatory hurdles as an indirect challenge for SMEs
but not as a significant self-standing factor as presented in Spellberg (2014). Currently SMEs are
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mainly involved in early R&D activities and are therefore only indirectly influenced by regulatory
challenges. Also the degree of challenges resulting from regulatory settings is discussed
controversially depending on the product. According to So & Shah (2014) there is no evidence of
novel antibiotic being slowed down in the R&D pipeline.

5.3 Discussion	
  –	
  Solutions	
  

As it was found that challenges influence the SME directly or indirectly so do the solutions.
Firm-related solutions:
As the firm perspective of the challenges of antibacterial developing SME’s has not been taken into
account by other authors, there are also no specific firm-related solutions mentioned (So & Shah
2014; Spellberg 2014; Högberg et al. 2010). Solutions to support SMEs directly in their operations
refer to their business model. Relating to the recipe thinking (Baden-Fuller & Morgan 2010) the
SMEs’ business model serves as managerial tool that can for example address the involvement in
the new business area of late stage clinical development. Even though they are opportunistic driven.

Product-related solutions:
Only few proposed solutions by the SME link to the product. However the absences of product
related features as part of incentives, opposes to the SME’s role of being “Medical-need
responders”. Including the aspect of product features to incentives, such as a new antibiotic class,
would help the respective SME and would ensure to stimulate approaches, which are need from
society. The role and problem of being and innovator cannot be changed, as it is their core being,
the answer has to be found in the market. Either, by cutting the close relation to the dependence to
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investors and exit partners or by stimulating them in a way that makes innovation more interesting
and less risky.

Market-related solutions:
Proposed solutions from the SME’s mainly address economic factors in the market in order to
stimulate investment and relations to possible exit partners. Those factors would indirectly help the
SMEs as they target investors and exit partners and would improve their relationship to them to get
more funding. Some solutions within the market however would directly make a difference as for
example in finding alternative investors and exit partners or in delinkage strategies. The following
policy suggestions show which challenges they address and in what way.

•

Policies targeting the SMEs indirectly by addressing NPV related economic factors are
suggested longer patent life and, even though controversially discussed, an increase in prices
(Renwick et al. 2014).

•

Delinking revenues from sales numbers and prices would cut the connection between
economic factors and investors and exit partners (Renwick et al. 2014).

•

Policies targeting investors directly are for example more public funding or the Melinda and
Bill Gated Foundation as investor (Renwick et al. 2014).

•

Policies targeting exit partners could secure asset sales through a governmental or supragovernmental institution. (Renwick et al. 2014)

•

Policies targeting the market in general are increasing awareness and ensuring expertise by
investments in chemists.

•

Risk Sharing and Public Private Partnerships supports to overcome challenges from the
dependence on investors and exit partners as suggested by So et al (2012) referring to the
3Rs: Sharing resources, risks and rewards.
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International project groups such as Chatham House have discussed many of the addressed
solutions(Chatham House 2013). As developing novel antibiotics is only one step in the fight
against ABR, the challenges and solutions to ABR connect to policies that stimulate antibacterial
R&D. For a sustainable approach that benefits the SMEs as well as society in addressing the
problem of AMR the multilevel approach by Renwick et al. (2014) should be considered.
Addressing the four objectives that address market failure, (improve the overall NPV for new
projects, enable greater participation of SMEs, encourage participation by large pharmaceutical
companies and facilitate cooperation and synergy across the antibiotic market) while including the
two goals of public health of 1) promoting antibiotic stewardship and 2) improving access to
antibiotics. This integrated approach suggested by Renwick et al. (2014) ensures sustainable
solutions for the SME and for society.

5.4 Strengths	
  and	
  Limitations	
  

The multidisciplinary problem of antibacterial resistance and antibacterial R&D as part of it, offers
a complex research environment including theory from many different areas. By approaching those
different themes, the author brings strength to the study due its holistic approach while adding in
complexity at the same time. The high response rate of the initial selected study population (0,48)
adds to validity and transferability of the study. The selection of the four case studies relates to the
SMEs’ origin, which didn’t prove to be of relevance in the results. Therefore it is possible that
selection bias results form this part of the study.
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6 CONCLUSION	
  
By studying firm-related aspects a micro-level perspective is presented, whereas literature
addressing the empty antibiotic pipeline only refers to the macro-perspective (So & Shah 2014;
Spellberg 2014; Högberg et al. 2010). This micro perspective offers the opportunity to discuss firmrelated challenges and solutions and to differentiate between incentives that impact the SMEs
directly or indirectly by stimulating market factors.

“Challenges” and proposed “solutions” of antibacterial developing SMEs are grounded in their
“roles”. One key finding is that the SMEs’ role as medical-need responder is found not to be
relevant within decision-making processes of investors and possible exit partners. However the
SMEs’ relationships to investors and likely exit partners are vital for the advancement of
antibacterial R&D and are perceived as bottlenecks. Therefore, the preferred solutions by SMEs
mainly address investors and exit partners, either indirectly via economic incentives stimulating the
market or directly by finding new solutions such as public secured buyouts. Due to the lack of exit
partners the study revealed a new business area SMEs operate in: Late-Stage Clinical Development.
Given that the involvement in Late-Stage Clinical Development is rather a necessity than a choice
inflicted upon the SMEs, it offers both opportunities and threats for their business models. Finally
missing antibacterial R&D expertise in the market is a major concern in terms of availability of
good collaboration partners and regulatory approval, especially with respect to novel, highly
innovative products.
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6.1 Implications	
  for	
  policy	
  
Policies aiming to stimulate R&D of antibacterial developing SMEs are part of addressing the
greater problem of antibiotic resistance. Therefore solutions required by the SMEs need to also
correspond with the constraints and demands posed by antibiotic resistance. The framework
developed by Renwick et al. (2014) is a possible way, which includes the two key public health
objectives: promoting antibiotic stewardship and improving patient access to new antibiotics.

From a public health point of view the relevance of the product characteristics is of importance for
solutions that fulfil the medical need. Therefore policymaking is required to consider the “features
of antibacterial products” that society needs and develop reward mechanisms that include the
dimension of the product. However it is difficult to know the future demand in 10 years time by
today, which is the standard R&D time from discovery to market (Mossialos 2010).

In order to give better guidance to policy suggestions regarding challenges in antibacterial R&Ds,
the relationship between investors, exit partners, the market and SMEs requests further research.
Since this study is focusing on the SMEs perspective only, insights from investors and exit partners
are missing to complete the picture.

Concluding, policies can target SMEs indirectly by approaching the market or directly by
approaching investors or exit partners. Suggested solutions like a guaranteed buy out would be an
example of the latter. Public Health view requests policy that is linked to the public health goals of
stewardship and access while focusing on the very much-needed product features.
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•'author'only'

Table 1 Case Studies

Productrelated

Firm related

Factors
Type of
Therapy:
Target
Pathogen
New class
YES/NO
Phase on R&D
Major focus on
AB
programme
Revenue
Generating
Founding Year
Level of
Integration
Number of
employees
Origin

SME: A
Preventive
Gram pos

SME: B
Antibiotic
programme
Gram pos

SME: C
Antibiotic
programme
Gram pos

SME: D
Antibiotic
programme
Gram neg

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Phase II Med
Device
Yes

Pre-clinic ready

Phase IIb

Discovery

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

2000

2008

1998 / 2006

2013

Half

Half

Virtual

Half

25

10

5-6

8

Academia

Entrepreneurial
(Academia)

Entrepreneurial
(Pharma)

Pharma

Figure 2 The R&D Process

from (Thomson et al. 2004)
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Figure 3 Analytical Framework

Figure 4 R&D Environment of SMEs
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Figure 5 Summary Results
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Figure 6 New Business area for SMEs
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Appendix	
  A	
  
Table 2: Defining Roles of SMEs

Activties

Roles

Programme (product) Development
Developing other products
Do Discovery

Programme/Product Developer

Moving through Pipeline Stages
Do Innovation

Innovators

Do Collaboration

Collaborators

Value Chain Activities

Value Chain Actors

Address medical need
Focus on medical need

Medical need responders

Provide ideas that BP can't

Idea providers

Stepping in for Big Pharma

Replacements for Big Pharma

Seizing Business Opportunity
Act Opportunistic

Opportunists

Specialisation

Specialists

Implementing ideas from academia

Idea implementers

Selling Asset
Selling to Big Pharma

(Asset) Sellers

Taking on risks

Risk Takers

Game-changer

Game-Changers
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  B	
  
Table 3 Defining Firm Features

Firm
Firm Characteristics

Features

Importance of being profitable
Being creative and innovative
Offering freedom & Flexibility to researchers
Advantages over Big Pharma

Success Factors

Collaboration
Luck & serendipity
Pipeline Stage
Level of Integration
Collaboration Partners
One-product Strategy
Revenue Generating

Business Structure

Major focus on AB programme
Country they are based in
Number of years in Business
Entry not based on economic analysis
Entry criteria: adaptation to resistance
Academic Background

Entry

Pharma Background
Entrepreneurial Background
Biotech Model doesn't fit
Staying SME is no choice

Exit

Imprtance of Exit Strategy
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Appendix	
  C	
  
Table 4 Defining Origin

Origin
Code

Sub-Group

Origin

Academic background; academic work
club
Spin off from Mid-size Pharma

Academic Spin Off

Academia

Spin Off Pharma

Pharma

Academic Collaboration

Enterpreneurial from Pharma

Entrepreneurial

Spinout from Mid-Size Pharma

Enterpreneurial from University

Founder from Mid-Size Pharma

Enterpreneurial

In-licensed from University
Pharma Split-Up
Acquired Biotech and their R&D facilities
Technology from University Spinout
Spin Out London University
Spin Out from larger company
Originally Industry expertise
Academic Spin Off
Expert, technological background
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  D	
  
Table 5 Defining Exit

Code

Exit
Sub-Group

Exit

Expect post-market commitment

Post-market commitement

Exit Point on R&D Process

Value of company for Exit strategy

Company Value

Supporting Factor

Hoping to exit after phase 2

Intended Exit after Phase 2

Type of Exit

Asset sales as exit strategy

Asset sale is Exit Strategy

Exit Partner

Biotech model is not optimal because of
too early exits
Exit strategies don't work: Companies will
not buy out
You have no other choice than stay SME

Biotechmodel
as
strategydoes not apply
Exit Strategies don't work

SMEs need to look for big pharma as an
exit strategy even from en early point in
order to afford clinical trails 3
Exit Strategy is important from early stage

Big Pharma is Exit Strategy

exit

Exit Strategy is not a topic

Exit Strategy is important from
early stage

We haven't discussed exit strategy yet
In a sustainable business model you don't
discuss exit strategies
Exit Strategy: sell asset but not whole
company
selling to big pharma is a matter of
survival
Looking at how valuable th company can
become
We plan on going all the way to the
market
Some companies would like to continue
the development in some way
Total Price to enter the market 80 Million
Changing role for SMEs (take product to
market)
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Table 6 Defining Market Components

Market Characteristics

AB Market components

Big Pharma
Mid Size Pharma
Investors
Tech. Offices & Academia
CROs

Actors

Consultants
Hospitals & Laboratories
Regulatory Agencies
Project Groups e.g. IMI
Funding
Expertise & Manpower
Resources

Information
Data
Market Size (users)
Market Segment (type of product)
Price, Value

Economic factors (influencing NPV)

Trends
Awareness
Likely approval
Exit Partners
US Market

Geographical Business Environment

European Market
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Table 7 Analysis Non Financial Challenges

SME Analysis Challenges & Risks &Bottlenecks

Problem originated in

Lack of experienced people with all collaborators: Big Pharma,
regulatory, reimbursement, HTA, VCs, CROs
Access: Finding them is difficult

Firm (Business Structure)

Availability: Knowledge from 10 to 15 years ago is out-dated. Since
Big Pharma has exited the market, there is a lack of training and
investment in antibacterial developers. Also university programmes in
Chemistry are “lacking behind”
CRO: Access: Finding CROs is difficult

Market (Actor)

CRO: Availability: CRO’s time frame is limited

Market (Actor)

CRO: Competition among SMEs over CROs

Market (Economic Factor)

Firm (Success Factor)

Consultants: Competence: There is a need of a good vision but
consultants usually cannot advice on it
Collaboration with Universities

Market (Actor)

Translation between Universities and SMEs is difficult: Tech. offices
have too high expectations
Universities have different priorities than SMEs: early publication
versus patent approval
Potential collaborators don’t understand new approaches

Firm (Collaboration)

Lack of Diagnostics
Need to take short cuts

Market (Resource)

Limited time for development as “time is money”
Serendipity has an important role

Firm (Collaboration)
Firm (Collaboration)

Market (Resource)
Firm (Success Factor)

The area is changing rapidly: difficulty of adapting to new ways of R&D
and collaborations
Poor data (especially regarding market)

Firm (Success Factor)
Market (Resource)

Quality, no standardised data

Market (Resource)

Access to market data
Availability of market data

Market (Economic Factor)
Market (Resource)

Negotiations over intellectual property rights
Exit Strategy

Firm (Exit)

Collaboration with partners

Firm (Collaboration)

High risk area due to dependence on 1 or 2 programmes
Problems indirectly because of attractiveness for VCs

Market (Actor)

Problems directly for SMEs because they won’t survive failures

Firm (Business Structure)

Different standards set by regulators (e.g. US & Europe)

Market (Actor)

Lack of clinical guidance including on the design of clinical trials

Market (Economic Factor)

No adequate animal models or in vitro models exist, other development
tools not existing, no regulatory experience with new approaches, no
guidance available, clinical trial designs unclear
Restrictions from EU regarding collaborations and consortiums

Product
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Market (Economic Factor)
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Table 8 Analysis Financial Challenges

Financial Challenges:

Problem originated
Category

Limited public funding

Market (Resource)

Too complicated public funding structures in Europe

Market (Economic Factor)

IMI projects such as ENABLE did not address adequatly the concerns of
SMEs regarding IP
Access to private funding due to

Market (Actor)
Market (Resource)

Regulatory framework > likeliness of approval

Market (Economic Factor)

Low Price: low pricing which is also related to NPV; value of antibiotics
is a hurdle
Potential Sales: Quantity

Market (Economic Factor)

Market size: People dying from bacterial infections are still considered a
small area in relation to other products
Return on investment: NPV: It is calculated by many SMEs because it is
required by VCs. But NPV is regarded as a meaningless number and
impossible to calculate realistically, especially in early stages of research
Risk of failure does is not adequatly copmensated by likelyness in
returns
Trends!!! Decision often based on current “fashion”

Market (Economic Factor)

Competition: not within the field of antibacterials but between other
infectious diseases e.g. HIV

Market (Economic Factor)

Competence: Absence of well planed business models, inherent in their
R&D further deters VCs
Innovation is perceived as barrier (risk)

Firm (Success Factor)

VCs have little expertise in the antibacterial field and can’t evaluate
accordingly
US-based investors seemed to believe that European reimburstment and
HTA systems were too complex and demanding
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Market (Economic Factor)

Market (Economic Factor)
Market (Economic Factor)
Market (Economic Factor)

Product
Market (Actor)
Market (Economic Factor)
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Table 9 Analysis Solutions

Solutions
Non-financial solutions

Category

More collaboration (challenge with IP)

Firm

Filtering tool for collaborating partners

Firm

More expertise (education)

Market (Actors)

Collaboration. E.g. Organization INTERFACE

Firm

Direct in-kind suppor: examples: incubators with adequate services
for discovery (e.g. Big Pharma incubators in other disease areas),
centralised high quality CROs for developing new models and R&D
tools for new antibacterial approaches
Better, rapid diagnostics

Market (Resource)

Homogeneous data

Firm

Governments taking over patents

Market (Actors)

Risk sharing between Pharma and SMEs

Market (Actors)

Earlier collaboration between Pharma and SMEs

Market (Actors)

Possiblity of early patient treatment (late phase 2, open state phase 3)

Market (Actors)

Better conditions in the US for SMEs and anti-infectives (US invests
in people, EU in products)
Streaming commercial libraries could be a useful tool

Market (Economic Factors)

Product

Market (Resource)

Financial related Solutions
Involvement of Bill Gates foundation

Market (Investor)

More pull factors

Market (Economic Factors)

PPPs in funding

Market (Investor)

Funding that addresses the target rather than the single molecule

Product

Open market like NASDAQ

Market (Investor)

Extension of market exclusivity, which should be sellable (cash in at
phase III)
Fixed long term support

Market (Economic Factors)

More funding

Market (Investor)

More public funding in EU

Market (Investor)

Easier grant system, simpler way to apply for funding

Market (Economic Factors)

Projects like IMI (however controversial opinion about imi)

Market (Investor)

Help to get more funding: Here for addressing VCs

Market (Economic Factors)

Better regulatory framework; more experienced, faster

Market (Economic Factors)

Fee for non-use to drug developer

Market (Economic Factors)

Factors that influence NPV positively: e.g. being trendy (fashionable)

Market (Economic Factors)

Guarantied purchase

Firm (Exit)

More awareness (GAIN didn’t fix the problem but brought a lot of
attention)
ABR should be priority grant funding without competition

Market (Economic Factors)

Incentives at every stage, at certain milestones depending on progress

Market (Investor)

Regulatory: less costs for SMEs in regulation process

Market (Economic Factors)
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Market (Investor)

Market (Economic Factors)
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Final protocol for round table discussions SMEs London/9-2-2015, EB
Each of 4 tables, hosting 8-9 companies, is assigned the DRIVE-AB research group composed of these three
roles:
1- Discussion leader: leads the discussion as follows
a- verifies attending company names around the table, ideally supported by name tags put on the table.
b- informs about the importance of keeping times assigned for each discussion question.
c- addresses to the participants the questions in the indicated order (1 to 7, see next page) and ensures
that every participant has the chance to reply. This is easier to achieve if participants intervene one by
one following a “round-the-table” order.
d- keeps the discussions within the total allotted time for each question (see next page) and kindly
contains single participant’s replies within time limits available for each individual reply (see next
page). Due to time constraints, rejoinders or additional comments after a participant’s turn should be
kept to a minimum.
e- closes the session.
d- delivers a 2-3 minutes speech in plenum at the end of the morning respectively afternoon sessions,
summarizing the key points identified in each of three questions discussed in the two sessions.
2- Minute taker:
a- fills in the 8x7 table enclosed with the replies/comments provided by each company representative,
striving to fill in all cells. Following a “round-the-table” order and having name tags put on the table
should facilitate this task.
b- identifies the 3 main points for each question to be verified with the discussion leader for inclusion in
the latter’s summarizing speech.
Morning Round (table discussion 70 minutes – feedback 20 minutes)
Q1: Brief company introduction
Q2: For which reasons did your company enter the antibacterial field? With which entry strategy?
Q3: Which challenges does your company experience in the antibacterial field?
Note: not financial challenges, covered by Q4
Q4: Which barriers to investment does your company experience? How relevant is NPV?

Afternoon round (table discussion 80 minutes- feedback 40 minutes)
Q5: What is the role of SMEs in relation to other organizations in the antibacterial field? Pros/cons Vs big
pharmas, collaborations, exit strategies?
Note: this Q is about the role, advantages and contribution of SMEs in this field
Q6: How does your company respond to medical needs and resistance patterns? (two WP1B questions)*
Q7: Which incentives are meaningful in addressing the challenges/barriers of SMEs?
Note: this Q is about ideas on incentives that would benefit specifically the SMEs
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Appendix	
  J	
  

	
  
Semi-‐Structured	
  Interview	
  Guide	
  
For	
  European	
  SMEs	
  
	
  

1)	
  Introduction	
  
Could you please briefly describe your company and the product(s) you are currently developing
and in which R&D stage those are?

2)	
  R&D	
  Process	
  
Could you please provide a description of the development process for your product?
•
•
•

•

At what stage of the R&D process did your company start this product and for what
particular reasons?
Which actors, collaborating partners are/were involved at which part of the R&D Process?
What is your company’s relation to your collaboration partners? (Academia, research
institutes, generic manufacturers, joint ventures, SMEs, pharma companies, R&D funders,
regulatory and reimbursement agencies, including goals and structure?)
Which success criteria helped your company during the different R&D phases and which
ones do you see at the moment?

3)	
  Risks	
  and	
  Bottlenecks	
  
Could	
  you	
  please	
  name	
  major	
  challenges	
  your	
  company	
  is	
  facing	
  and	
  what	
  risks	
  you	
  see	
  your	
  
company	
  exposed	
  to?	
  
	
  
• Which were your major challenges within the R&D process and which difficulties do you
experience at the moment? (other than technical)
• Which risks do you see that could stop the advancement of your R&D activities? (e.g.
technical, financial, regulatory, legal, social)

4)	
  Business	
  Model	
  (Behavioural	
  Aspects)	
  
Could you please provide a description of your company’s business models, including strategic
objectives, revenue models, competitive and pricing strategies?
•
•
•
•
•

What is your strategic advantage within the R&D process and in relation to your
competitors?
Which exit strategy do you have? (value proposition)
Which pricing strategy do you have?
Which market segment do you target?
In what way can products be made available in low and middle-income countries within
your company strategy?
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5)	
  Solutions	
  
Which	
  structural	
  changes,	
  incentives	
  and	
  other	
  policy	
  measures	
  do	
  you	
  think	
  would	
  help	
  to	
  
address	
  your	
  challenges	
  and/or	
  support	
  your	
  success	
  factors	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  your	
  strategy?	
  

6)	
  Open	
  
Do	
  you	
  have	
  anything	
  to	
  ad	
  that	
  you	
  find	
  important	
  which	
  we	
  didn’t	
  address	
  during	
  the	
  
interview?	
  Do	
  you	
  have	
  a	
  question	
  for	
  me?	
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